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I.INTRODUCTION

One of the fastest growing applications of satellite

systems is the satellite based Global Navigation

Satellite system. Out of the current navigation

system, GPS is the only one with fully operational

status and 99% service coverage over the world.

The other system partially existing is GLONASS,

which is Russian system and currently operating 21

satellites. European Union has also started operation

in the GNSS filed. The first Galileo test satellite,

GIOVE-A, was launched on 28th of Dec. in 2005.

The second test satellite, GIOVE-B was launched on

27th of April 2008 and IOT(In Orbit Test) satellites

are manufacturing undergoing, which will be launched

around early 2012. The fourth player in the GNSS

field is China. The Chinese system called

Beidou/COMPASS is already transmitting preliminary

signal using eight(8) satellites.

Considering the several global navigation systems

emerging and the GPS modernization program

existing it is clear that there is much interest in the

satellite navigation now and in the future. the

application of satellite navigation system is varied

and popularized. Also, the need of satellite

navigation system's infrastructure technology is

getting important. The Global Positioning System

(GPS) was typically used in navigation systems on

automobile, ship aircraft, personal navigation and

location based services using satellite navigation has

gained worldwide popularity. This has been fuelled
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by an increase in the number of consumer electronic

devices in the marketplace, such as mobile phones,

PDAs and popular in car navigation system that come

equipped with GNSS receivers. In the world, satellite

based navigation system has already been widely

used in both civilian and military community for

positioning, navigation, timing and other position

related applications. Considering the positioning

information is more critical factor such as the timing

synchronization of among the base station of

terrestrial wireless communication networks, power

gride plant facilities in the world, we are going to the

development GPS and Galileo combined signal

processing receiver unit. In case of using the

combination of GPS and Galileo navigation signal

processing, it will be enhanced the availability and

accuracy performance. In this paper it will be

evidence the simulation and testing based on

prototype signal processing board. The combined

L1/E1 board in GPS/Galileo combined receiver is

consisted of ADC module, FPGA, and DSP. Its detail

function is presented in the previous paper . When

the real signal is processed in hardware receiver, the

hardware receiver can work well as software receiver

if the number of channels is little. However, the task

processing delay can occurs by internal DSP

scheduling if the operational channels are 12 or more.

Because the task processing delay affects coupling of

acquisition and tracking, it causes tracking failure in

spite of accurate acquisition information.[1]

II. GPS/GALILEO COMBINED RECEIVER CONFIGURATION

The GPS/Galileo combined receiver is designed for

high precision Galileo Sensor Station. The signal

processing supports complete GPS L1, L2C, L5 and

Galileo E1/E5a signal tracking.[2] The receiver is

based on prototyping product and commercial parts

and consists of RF-IF front-end and signal

processing Board which is based on FPGA board and

PC where is described in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. GPS/Galileo Combined Receiver Conceptual Diagram

The GPS L1 and Galileo E1 combined receiver

consists of an FPGA and DSP module for each signal

processing board as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Combined L1/E1 Signal Processing board

Configuration

In addition, if DSP process bit sync and

demodulation module as described in reference test

book[3], probability of tracking failure with

acquisition was increased by the task processing

delay. To solve this, the modules of DSP are tested

and minimized for bit sync, demodulation, and

integrator module. Finally, the function of DSP will

be channel scheduling and floating operation module

will be integrated into FPGA. To implement the

signal processing, it is used two FPGA and two DSP

as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Combined L1/E1 Signal Processing board

Configuration

. GPS L1/GALILEO E1 SIGNAL PROCESSINGⅢ

IMPLEMENTATION

1. Improved Signal Sensitivity

In order to increase accuracy of navigation

solution in GPS L1 signal, a higher SNR(signal-

to-noise ratio) is required by default. The tracking

applies mainly synchronous integration between

synchronous integration and non-synchronous
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integration. Because current L1 receiver was usually

limited to bit length for integration time of integrator

module, the performance of L1 receiver was

limited.[4] In this paper, the extended integration

algorithm is applied in order to provide a more

precise signal monitoring of GPS L1. The extended

integration algorithm can increase integration time to

bit length or more as Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Result Diagram of Extended Integration

The integrator in tracking accumulate 1ms

correlation results in the L1 signal for fixed length.

The accumulated results are transferred to the code

and carrier discriminator and have the value of

positive or negative by bit unit. The code

discriminator estimates and compensates error using

amplitude difference of accumulated EPL correlation

results. The carrier discriminator compensates error

using phase of accumulated correlation results.

Therefore, if integration time is more than bit length,

it can compensate reduction of accumulated

amplitude using absolute value. The carrier

discriminator should be maintained within 20ms for

precise PLL. The code tracking loop has

approximately 7dB SNR gain depending on increase

of integration time as 20ms to 100ms.

Table 1. Code and Carrier tracking error for integration time

Integration Time Code Tracking
Error

Carrier Tracking
ErrorCode Carrier

20ms 20ms 17.8cm 2.3mm

100ms 20ms 10.3cm 1.9mm

100ms 40ms 10cm 2.1mm

2. Signal Acquisition result in weak signal

environment

The goal of the acquisition is to find the visible

satellites, the start of each C/A code and the

Doppler shift fd. The C/A code is a code division

multiple access(CDMA) system where a unique signal

is assigned to each satellite in the GPS system. In

order to obtain the accurate pseudo range of the

selected satellite, the starting time of the C/A code

sequence in the received signal from the satellite

must be accurately measured. The GNSS receiver

applies correlation to measure this timing. The

acquisition process performs two dimensional

searching on the C/A code delay and Doppler

frequency range. This is done by correlating the

received signal by a logically generated code, then

integrating the result. The acquisition is concluded if

the integration result crosses a predetermined

threshold. There have been many acquisition

approaches that aim to reduce the processing time,

increase the coherent integration, and/or avoid

integrating across the unknown bit edges. The

conventional hardware approach and searches for a

satellite at each possible code delay and Doppler

shift sequentially. Circular correlation uses Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) methods.[5] It calculates

the correlation at all code delays at once, for each

Doppler bin, so it runs much faster. The signal

acquisition is based on search of the cross-

correlation function maximum.
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The two-dimensional space ,  must be

observed. This two dimensional cross correlation

function must be quantized in both domains from the

implementation purposes. The selection of the

quantization step ∆ in delay and frequency ∆
depends on the signal parameters, sampling

frequency and on the other factors. In order to

improve acquisition sensitivity of GPS L1 and Galileo

E1 signal, integration time should be increased.[6]

The integration method can be divided into coherent

and non-coherent integration. The coherent

integration has large benefit than non-coherent

integration. And its integrated length is limited by bit

conversion. If coherent integration increase, the

computation complexity increase by increased

Doppler bins. The non-coherent integration doesn’t

consider bit conversion by repetition squaring of
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coherent integration result. But the squaring loss

occurs by squaring of noise signal. Therefore, the

acquisition should be designed with proper mixing of

coherent integration and non-coherent integration.

To meet the 142dBm as acquisition performance–

level, it used two parameters such as coherent and

non-coherent as shown in Table.2.

The FLL search range of tracking in GPS L1

signal has ±500Hz by Atan2 method. If the FFT size

is 128 in acquisition, search bin is 125Hz and

maximum Doppler error becomes ±62.5Hz.

Table 2. Parameter of Acquisition Sensitivity

Parameter GPS L1 Galileo E1

Coherent Num. 8 1

NonCoherent Num 20 15

Matched Filter Size 128 256

FFT Size 128 64

To get the 142 dBm at signal acquisition phase,–

combined integration of the coherent plus

Noncoherent is applied as shown in table 2. we are

proven the successfully acquisition operation

described in figure 5.

Figure 5. Acquisition result in 142 dBm–

In case of Galileo signal processing, we consider

that the Galileo E1 signal has longer code length

than L1 code length and required SRAM capacity is

increased for correlation results. Because its size

exceeds SRAM capacity of board, the FFT size

should be little and the precision Doppler estimation

algorithm was added. The Galileo E1 signal has pilot

signal and the FLL in tracking can apply Atan2

method. The FLL search range has ±125Hz for 4ms

code length. Unfortunately, the bit conversion happen

before synchronization of secondary code in initial

FLL and the actual FLL search range become

±62.5Hz as Atan method. Therefore, if FFT size has

64 in acquisition, search bin is 250Hz and maximum

Doppler error becomes ±125Hz. In this case,

Doppler error exceed tracking range and compensate

Doppler error within ±62.5Hz using Doppler

estimation algorithm.

3. Signal Tracking result in weak signal condition

Signal tracking is the process that a receiver

synchronizes the Galileo and GPS signal. Tracking

module can configure the loop bandwidth, integration

time, early-late chip spacing and correlator's number

to use for tracking. The tracking loops consist of a

delay lock loop (DLL) for tracking the code and a

phase lock loop (PLL) to track the carrier. The code

tracking block of the receiver is implemented using

the method of Early-Late code tracking, that

involves correlation with three different generated

codes known as the early (E), the prompt (P), and

the late (L) codes. To provide an input to the code

generator, the outputs of correlators should be

combined. To do that, the code phase of the

generated PRN code will be properly adjusted. The

input of code generator is computed through

normalized early minus late envelope discriminator.

The carrier tracking block of the receiver is

implemented as a Costas PLL.[7]

Figure 6. Tracking result in 152 dBm–

A PLL measures the carrier phase error and

adjusts the frequency of the local oscillator based on

that error. The input of local oscillator is computed

through arctangent discriminator because of its high
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accuracy and insensitivity towards navigation bit

transitions. In order to improve tracking sensitivity,

SNR and noise bandwidth is handled. The SNR can

rise by longer integration time and/ noise bandwidth

is reduced according to noise power in weak signal

as the adaptive bandwidth algorithm. As shown in

figure 6, the tracking is actually working in weak

signal level such as 152 dBm. In weak signal mode–

of tracking phase, any channel can not comply with

the planning performance requirement.

. POSITION ACCURACY AND AVAILABILITY RESULTSⅣ

Combined the GPS and Galileo system could be

provide the high availability instead of GPS or

Galileo only. Because it could be used more satellite

than single system within the sky window to

calculate the positioning information system

availability will be increased. In this paper, GPS and

Galileo Combined receiver unit can be processing the

51ch which consists of 24 channels for GPS and 27

channels for Galileo. To verify the functional

operation of GPS and Galileo combined receiver unit,

it will be used the GPS and Galileo Signal simulator

which can be manufactured by SPIRENT company.

Detailed test environment is described in figure 7.

Figure 7. Functional Test Configuration

In Fig. 8, it can be used only GPS L1 signal

processing.

Figure 8. Result of GPS L1 Signal Processing

In case of GPS L1 signal processing. we can get

the positioning results such as 1.7 m for horizontal

and 2.0 m for vertical individually. As a result of

GPS and Galileo signal processing, positioning result

are shown in figure 9. In the figure, red color mean

the GPS L1 signal result and blue color mean the

Galileo E1 signal processing result individually. To

get the positioning result, the signal generated by

RF simulator is used. To detailed clarify of

positioning accuracy described in figure 9, we

present the table 3.

Table 3. Positioning Result of using the signal produced by
RF Simulator

Figure 9. Result of Combined GPS L1 and Galileo E1

signal processing

As a test result at real environment, we perform

the receiver unit receive and process GPS L1 live

signal from GPS satellites and also receive the Galileo

E1 signal from RF simulator because the any Galileo

satellite except the GIOVE-B satellite does not

equipped in medium earth orbit. As shown in fig. 10,

left side of window display the positioning test result.

Figure 10. Positioning result of Combination Signal

Processing
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In the figure, blue color means the combination

result such as GPS L1 and Galileo E1 signal result,

green color and red color mean the Galileo E1 signal

processing result and GPS L1 signal processing

individually. To detailed clarify of positioning

accuracy described in figure 10, we present the

table 4.

Table 4. Positioning Result of using signal produced by GPS
live signal and Galileo Simulator signal

In the table, the unit of accuracy is the root mean

square(RMS). In case of testing of combined GPS L1

and Galileo E1 signal processing, the main reason of

the positioning accuracy enhancement is more

increase the available satellite number and also

increase the available navigation signal

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the test results of the GPS

and Galileo combined receiver which is manufactured

on FPGA based signal processing board. Especially,

by utilization of the FPGA property of the each GPS

and Galileo signal processing, The advantage in using

the FPGA hardware is to create a parallel structure

that, in turn, increases the overall performance of the

receiver at the same complexity cost. Also, in this

paper, we presented algorithm optimization for

performance of combined L1/E1 board. The

application of extended integration algorithm in L1

signal can be compared with E1 receiver. In addition,

the performance of combined L1/E1 board in weak

signal satisfied ETRI requirement for acquisition

sensitivity, tracking sensitivity, and tracking accuracy.

And finally we proposed the comparison navigation

solution such as separated also combined the GPS

L1 and Galileo E1 signal processing. According to the

test result we proven that combined GPS and Galileo

signal processing can be more higher accuracy and

availability than GPS only system.
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